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From bouncing Bumbles to Yukon gold, you'll love these adorable amigurumi figures from the
classic television special Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer! This cheerful kit contains all the
materials you'll need to create Rudolph and Santa. Colorful photos and step-by-step directions
in the 76-page instruction book will also guide you through crafting the Bumble, Charlie-in-the-
Box, Dolly, Spotted Elephant, Hermey, Moonracer, Mrs. Claus, Clarice, Sam the Snowman, and
Yukon Cornelius. Warm up your crochet hook for this group of charming holiday characters!

About the AuthorKati Gálusz discovered the world of amigurumi when she wanted to make a
unique gift for a toy-collector friend. What started as a quick fling has grown into the love of a
lifetime, allowing her to combine her need for creativity with her two main interests, animals and
great books and movies. After lavishing her creations on her long-suffering family and friends,
she started to sell them on Etsy and share her crochet patterns on Ravelry. When she is not
crocheting, she can be usually found with a book in her hand, surrounded by her dogs in her
home near Budapest, the Hungarian capital.
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Caregiver, “Everything you need. This kit is so cute! Going to pair it with a Christmas book and
give as gift when I’m finished making them.”

GoldNPeachy, “Cute & adorable but not for beginners. I made all 12 patterns, some more than
once with different size yarns and hooks and while they all came out ok, some of the patterns
are missing instructions which a beginner may not notice or know how to complete”

Joy W., “Awesome Patterns. The book of 12 patterns with instructional photos is superb. The
characters’ details are spot-on. The book alone t is worth the price of the kit. I’d recommend
having materials on hand because the included ones are subpar to say the least. Also, this is not
for absolute beginners. The ability to read a pattern and manage some fundamental crochet
stitches are needed.”

N/A, “YOU ONLY GET TO PICK TWO OF THE CHARACTERS. GREAT INSTRUCTION
BOOKLET. BUT YOU ONLY GET TO MAKE 2 OF THE CHARACTERS, I MISSED THIS WHEN
READING THE DESCRIPTION. BUT A FUN GIFT FOR A NEWBEE”

Michella Lane, “Not enough yarn!!. Good book, instructions are easy to follow. However, I ran out
of brown yarn to make Rudolph. I ran out on the last 10 stitches!!!”

Scott P., “Good book, crappy yarn!. I cannot work with this thin acrylic yarn after working with
much thicker 75% cotton yarn. It’s too difficult. I’ll be using the patterns with better yarn.”

RL Jones, “.... Really enjoyed this kit and they came out super cute.”

V WADAS WILLINGHAM, “Loved it. Gave the set to my daughter. She has already made
Rudolph!!!”

Lynn Williams, “Crocheting Nostalgia. So excited to crochet these. My son is too old for the toys
so this way I can make these into ornaments for the tree. The instructions are clear and the
entire set is packaged well. It's the perfect nostalgia set for Rudolph lovers!!! Keep in mind it
only gives you enough to make the first few projects. Tip: Read the entire book so you make
sure to get all the supplies you'll need.”

Marie Horning, “Rudolf the red nose reindeer story. I just love the book of patternsI have made
them all and love themNow my 3 daughters want me to make them all a set for their homes”

marianne martin, “rudolph. love the book... yarn used was nice but found a really nice yarn to use



in its place .. patterns are easy to read and follow .. product turns out like the pictures.. only
problem i have is the safety eyes they used.. very very hard parting the safety backing on them ..
i ended up breaking a shaft of an eye trying to put on the backing ..”

The book by Sarah H. Hill has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 346 people have provided feedback.
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